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SCRIPT AND LANGUAGE

It seems that scholars are unanimous in regarding the Phoenician script 
and language as nearly complete in identity with those of the ancient 
Hebrew. The same alphabetic letters are used in both languages, and most 
scholars tend to refer to the alphabetic script as "the Canaanite–Hebrew 
script". and to regard the language in both as different dialects of the same 
language.1 The pronunciation of consonants and syllables, to our best 
knowledge, was identical.2 Perrot who differentiates between Hebrews and 
Phoenicians remarks though, that "they spoke almost the same language",3 
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and elsewhere; "...since the Phoenician inscriptions have been deciphered it 
has been recognized that the Phoenician and Hebrew languages resembled 
each other very narrowly – so narrowly that they might almost be called two 
dialects of one tongue".4 He adds furthermore "On the other hand if you 
refuse to admit that the Phoenicians were of the same blood as the Jews how 
do you account for their speaking and writing not one of the idioms which 
we encounter at their best in Africa, but a language that differs little from 
pure Hebrew".5 Renan remarks6: "They (the Phoenicians – N. G.) spoke a 
completely analogous language to what we call Hebrew". In his book "Otzar 
Haketovot Hafinikiot" Slouschz claims that "Between it (Phoenician – N. 
G.) and the Biblical Hebrew there are merely dialectical differences".7 and on 
page 28 he remarks, " Everyone who reads Phoenician inscriptions remarks 
– not unsurprisingly – that the similarity between Phoenician and Hebrew 
is so great that it is even difficult to decide and say we have two dialects of 
the same language". He is more definite elsewhere8: "In my opinion – and 
let people say whatever they wish about the Phoenician language – There 
is no distinct difference between classical Hebrew and Phoenician, and the 
prophets rightly regarded the expression 'language of Canaan' as synonymous 
with Hebrew, the only differences to be found in Phoenician texts are located 
in the spelling and pronunciation, which are more primitive in Phoenicia 
and which tradition did not change and formulate according to our biblical 
Hebrew." In this context he remarks9: "The further we go back into the past 
of the Israelite nation the more do documents and spelling of the Israelite 
Texts show their fundamental affinities with those of the Phoenicians". 
Gesenius10 remarks: "Phoenician is nearly identical with ancient Hebrew 
writing". Cassuto writes: "The language of the Canaanites and that of the 
Israelites was in fact one language"11. According to Tur–Sinai: "In the days 
of the Judges and first kings of Israel, the Canaanite– Hebrew language was 
principally one language"12 Whereas Schaeffer remarks about the Ugaritic 
language as the "... language of the Canaanites that is to say archaic Hebrew 
or proto Phoenician".13 Refering to the Siloam inscription (Jerusalem area) 
of king Hezekiah's time. Sayce14 who bases, himself on the orthography of 
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this inscription claims that it is principally a Phoenician inscription, 
Hence, he believes, the writer of this inscription was a Phoenician. These 

words of Sayce point to the lack of any definable line separating the two 
languages. Rin15 who refers to some of the above–mentioned ideas. remarks 
that "It is strange that even those who maintain as much...are still not 
prepared to accept the logical conclusion of their own deductions namely 
that Hebrew and Canaanite are one and the same". According to Rin "There 
is no doubt whatsoever that in the days of the Judges and first kings there was 
no difference between the 'Judean and Ugaritic' pronunciation system and all 
the arguments, based on phonological differences that 'Ugaritic' is 'a special 
language' are self refuting".16

Indeed the "Phoenician" language is identical with the Biblical language, 
both having the same vocabulary, verbs, and adverbs17, the same inflections 
of verbs in plural. past perfect. and imperfect, the same prepositions as well 
as noun case endings for subject, object and possesive forms. In both the 
formation of plurals for the feminine and masculine gender is by adding 
the suffixes–Yim  (ים). T (ת) The names of numerals are identical, sentence 
structure is similar  18Many words are identical including words of religious 
significance.19 The consonantal pattern and pronunciation is identical, 
etc. and as Offord puts it20: "It is not merely in their vocabularies  that the 
connection between the Hebrew and Phoenician peoples and languages is 
demonstrated, but also by the similarities of thought and the manner of 
expressing in writing their identical sentiments". 
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